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During knowledge elicitations with cyber analysts, we uncovered a
need for tools that help analysts understand threat alerts in a context
of baseline “normal” behaviors. We used an iterative design process
to create a prototype alert management system with which we can
explore the critical design space for effective baseline visualizations.
We report herein on the design elements of this user interface, and
present associated expert feedback from a design evaluation in the
associated poster. We summarize our initial insights into the design
of effective baseline visualizations that could be integrated into
a larger visualization-support cyber alert management workflow
desired by cyber analysts.
Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: user
Interfaces—User-Centered Design H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and
Presentation]: user Interfaces—Evaluation/methodology
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I NTRODUCTION

Supporting cyber analyst workflow requires addressing issues with
mixing raw and aggregate data, interpreting the results of automation
and intelligently handling alerts of differing severity. This abstract
describes work in progress towards specifying the design space for
a visualization-supported workflow for cyber alert management. A
need for such a workflow was derived from expert knowledge elicitations and task analyses with four cyber analysts at the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory [3]. This elicitation identified in
four key tasks in threat investigation workflows: alerting, thresholding, threat hunting, and reporting. All four tasks could benefit
from visualizations capturing network activity patterns, highlighting known and novel threats, and separating threats from normal
network behaviors.
The elicitation revealed that many existing visualization tools
ignore the importance of context. Quickly capturing and understanding baseline network activity was the “most lamented” shortcoming
of existing tools according to our pool of cyber analysts. Baselines
provide critical contexts for understanding the behaviors that trigger
an alert investigation. Current practices rely on experts either bringing their own mental models of baseline behavior derived through
experience or developing contexts on the fly through time-intensive
studying of log files or other relevant data sources. Importantly,
in cyber analytics that leverage machine learning, the raw log data
provide only part of the relevant baseline information. The data
representation within the machine learning and the resulting outputs
should also be integrated into the interactive visualization system.
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To better study how we can support cyber analytic workflow with
relevant baseline visualizations, we have designed a prototype alert
management system to address three critical needs that were brought
up during the interviews: 1) providing a method for understanding
the semantics of the rules that generated an alert, 2) providing a
baseline for what activities are considered “normal,” and 3) providing an interactive visualization of the alert data. The analysts
desire visualizations similar to those provided by Splunk [4] but
with interactions to enable further exploration of raw network data.
This abstract describes key design considerations for visualizing
network alerts in the context of baseline data. The corresponding
poster illustrates the full preliminary design space and provides both
the critical feedback and initial evaluation results from testing with
expert cyber analysts. Future work includes completing the relevant
design space for a full system supporting effective integration of
human and machine intelligence for a visualization-supported threat
management workflow.
2 OVERALL I NTERFACE D ESIGN
Our prototype interface emphasizes the triage of incoming alerts;
one example is shown in Figure 1. To minimize the need to learn a
completely new tool, we chose to use the familiar inbox metaphor
to represent the incoming alerts. This metaphor also supports new
alerts arriving without losing context of the existing alerts in the
system. Alerts are listed in the second column in Figure 1, displayed as an overview of the user and date associated with each
alert. Alert disposition in this system is accomplished through a
simple sorting of the alerts into relevant inbox folders. This might
indicate an analyst’s determination that an alert is a false positive, is
in need of further observation, or requires an immediate elevation
to full investigation. We note that in the interface in Figure 1, we
are using the CMU CERT simulated data set of insider threat activities [2], and we have depicted a binary Elevate/Dismiss decision.
Multi-class decisions are left to future implementations, particularly
one’s leveraging interactive machine learning to aid in tracking and
recommending class assignments.
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C ONTEXTUALIZING A LERTS WITH
LINE V ISUALIZATIONS

I NTERACTIVE BASE -

When an alert is selected, the right-hand read window is updated to
display details associated with the given alert—much like clicking on
an email to view its contents. These alert details are a representation
of the alert event data and relevant contextual data corresponding
to the given alert. This is the portion of the interface dedicated
to capturing and contextualizing alert data. The key challenge to
designing this visualization is that multiple types and resolutions of
data must be made available through the interactive visualization.
These include the following:
• Scores or alert values, indicating degree of rule violation or
severity of alert
• Aggregate or embedding space features leveraged by machine
learning or statistical analyses
• Raw data logs
• Relationships of machine learning features and raw data to
alert triggers or scores

Figure 1: Screenshot of the prototype inbox interface for a visualization-supported cyber threat management workflow.

One of the tricky things in representing machine learning features
and output is that machine learning often involves transformations
and embeddings of the data, particularly in cases of non-numeric data
like cyber sources (e.g., [1]). Thus, capturing the mapping between
the features and raw data requires particular design consideration and
testing. For example, for the CERT data demonstrated in Figure 1,
we leveraged the deep autoencoder from [5] to find anomalous
patterns. This algorithm relies on features defined as counts of
events in the data logs, with each feature aggregated over 6-hour
windows. The 6-hour aggregates are further summarized to daily
averages, which are shown in the scatterplot. Finding the right level
of aggregation requires context awareness and testing with experts.
The activity of a given network user on any day can be flagged
as anomalous, as represented in the output score. The anomalousness scores, transformed into percentiles, are included in the list of
alerts in the inbox, providing the analyst the machine’s perceived
importance of the alert-triggering activity. Given the large number of available features in the machine learning representation,
we provided by default the three most highly weighted activities
contributing to the anomalousness score. Figure 1 illustrates two
features, each with a dedicated scatterplot (the third being lower on
the screen). The scatterplots are where we begin to provide more
context for the analyst, taking advantage of the fact that comparable
activity representations can be computed for a specific user/asset
associated with an anomaly and for all other all assets in the network.
Using our prototype in Figure 1 to illustrate each point, we propose that an effective baseline visualization should:
• Highlight alert-triggering activity to direct the analyst to the
unusual patterns. Anomalous activity values corresponding to
the day of the alert are circled in red.
• Provide activity history/context for the asset or user triggering the alert. User activity is illustrated in blue dots in the
scatterplots for a retrospective period of time. We here show
the user’s activity over the past 6 weeks. The vertical position
of the dots is determined by the anomalousness of that activity
on that day. The opacity of the dots is fixed to allow points to
overlap while still communicating this information.

• Provide activity history/context for other assets/users who
should exhibit similar profiles. We show a second set of
green dots in each scatterplot for all users. The data plotted
for all the network users shows their associated activities and
activity weights over the same time frame, using same mapping
of height and opacity as the alert-triggering user’s dots.
• Enable trace-back to the relevant raw data. To display raw
data associated with these scatterplots, we provided a table
beneath each scatterplot. This table is available on demand,
through a “see more data” option listed below each plot. Linking and brushing were enabled between the two to allow analysts to thoroughly explore the data.
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